Hey Boston, Alaska called.  It wants its snow and cold weather back.
by Andrew Freedman
Feb. 27, 2015 - Starting sometime in December, the Alaskan winter packed up and left the state, like an indignant teenager running away from home.  No one knew where it was headed until late January, when the Frontier State's typical winter climate suddenly turned up moved more than 3,000 miles southeast, in southern New England.
Now, Alaska is eyeing the epic winter in places like Boston and Portland, Maine, with envy.  Much as the cold weather in the lower 48 states has smashed records, the relative warmth in Alaska has broken numerous records and led to some unusual weather phenomena.
For example, on Feb. 22 and 23, Fairbanks picked up the most freezing rain it had seen in the month of February since the 1920s.  Because the ground in that inland city is comprised of a layer of permafrost, which means the soil is permanently frozen, freezing rain can be especially hazardous there.  The ice led to the closure of Fairbanks International Airport, for example.
The freezing rain event means that 4 out of the 5 past winters have had significant freezing rain events in Fairbanks, which typically receives mostly snow in the winter.  According to Richard Thoman, a climate specialist with the National Weather Service in Alaska, this frequency of ice storm events is “unprecedented in a century of climate records for Fairbanks.”
On Feb. 24, National Weather Service employees in Nome, Alaska, which is about 100 miles south of the Arctic Circle, witnessed an extremely rare, if not unprecedented, event for that location: thundersnow.  The NWS observers saw several lightning flashes accompanied by thunder and heavy snow.
Thoman told Mashable in an interview that thundersnow, which is typically seen in more temperate locations in the continental U.S., since its formation requires relatively warm, unstable air aloft, had never been seen before in Nome.
On Feb. 22, Nome tied a 75-year-old daily high temperature record, plus a record for the highest overnight low temperature on record for that day, with a maximum temperature of 35°F, and a low of 33°.
Statewide, there has been one all-time monthly record high, which was set in Homer, a fishing town along the coast to the southwest of Anchorage.  The high temperature in Homer reached 53° on Feb. 21.
In Boston, 53° would probably feel like summer right about now, since the city is on its way to recording one of its coldest months on record.  A relentless stream of storms dumped a record 62.7 inches of snow in Boston during February so far, making it the snowiest month on record by far.
Meanwhile, Anchorage is close to its lowest snowfall for the season-to-date, having had 20.3 inches through Feb. 23.  This is far below the average of 58.6 inches for the period, and the 2nd-lowest running total in the modern era, Thoman said.  Compare this to Boston's running snow total, which stood at 101.8 inches on Wednesday, which was number 2 on the all-time top 10 list of snowiest winters there.
According to Thoman, many parts of Southeast Alaska, such as Ketchikan, have only seen a foot or less of snow so far this season.  This means that, in the lower 48, "almost every place north of Atlanta has had more than that," he says.
“We’re starting to sound like a broken record here in Alaska,” he said.  “Many Alaskans are saying, 'please send us the cold and snow back, we want it.'”
For the 2nd time in the 43-year history of the race, officials had to reroute the start of the Iditarod sled dog race from Willow to Fairbanks, due to lack of snow.  Another sled dog race was canceled in a community near Anchorage, Thoman says.
While weather stations in New England were setting all-time February cold temperature records, Kotzebue, Alaska, which lies north of the Arctic Circle on the western coast of Alaska, spent an entire day with a temperature above freezing.  This occurred on Feb. 22, when the community saw a low temperature of 33°F.  The average high for the date is just 7°F, with a typical low of -7°F, according to weather.com.
It's as if someone opened the door to the Arctic freezer and left it that way, draining all of the ultra-cold air.
The cold hasn't just left its mark in New England.  Hundreds of cold temperature records were set in the past 2 weeks across the Midwest, Ohio Valley and Southeast, too.  In all, 1,936 record cold high temperatures were set or tied in the past 7 days across the lower 48 states, along with 1,618 record lows, according to the National Climatic Data Center in Asheville, North Carolina.  Included among these records were several all-time cold temperature records associated with the latest of several Arctic outbreaks.
How did Alaska and New England switch places?
The main reason why Alaska has been seeing above average temperatures and below average snowfall, while communities in New England suffer through blizzard after blizzard along with record cold, has to do with the configuration of the jet stream.
The jet stream is like an interstate highway for storms to follow.  It both contributes to the formation of high and low pressure areas, and steers them.  There has been a persistent pattern for many months in which a dip, or trough, of low pressure has been present across the Midwest and East, while a huge northerly swing in the jet stream featuring a ridge of high pressure has dominated the West Coast, northwest Canada and Alaska.  This ridge has been so persistent that many meteorologists refer to it as the "ridiculously resilient ridge."
But laying the blame just on the jet stream isn't the full story.  There are different phenomena that influence the twists and turns in upper level winds, from strong typhoons in the Pacific Ocean to the pattern of sea surface temperatures in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans.
The winter of 2014-15 has taken place during a time when there is an extraordinarily persistent and strong area of warmer-than-average ocean waters in the northeast Pacific Ocean, and during a period when there may be weak El Niño conditions brewing in the tropical Pacific.
The PDO index tracks the sea surface temperature pattern across the Pacific north of the latitude of 20°North.  It provides a way to track shifts in Pacific sea surface temperatures that can influence atmospheric heating and predominant weather patterns.  During this winter so far, the PDO has been in a strong positive phase, which features warmer-than-average sea surface temperatures off the West Coast.
Research has showed that there may be a link between the warmer-than-normal ocean temperatures and stubbornness of the high pressure area that has diverted storms away from drought-plagued California and allowed mild Pacific air to creep northward into Alaska.
Following the "what goes up, must come down" rule, the ridge in the jet stream over Alaska and the West Coast has favored a steep dip in the jet stream downstream, across the East.  This trough has kept the Midwest and East locked in a deep freeze since late January.
Unfortunately for Alaska and New Englanders, there are few signs that the overall weather pattern will change in the near future.
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